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An Asymptotic Formula for a Type of Singular

Oscillatory Integrals

By L. C. Hsu and Y. S. Chou

Abstract. This paper offers a general expansion formula for oscillatory integrals of the form

fl x~"f(x, {Nx}) dx in which N is a large parameter, {Nx) denotes the fractional part of

Nx, and a is a fixed real number in 0 < a < 1. Our formula is expressed in terms of some

ordinary integrals with integrands containing periodic Bernoulli functions and the gener-

alized Riemann zeta function.

1. Introduction. The object of this paper is to establish a general asymptotic

formula for singular oscillatory integrals of the form

(1) / - Vx-Jix, {Nx)) dx       (0 < a < 1),
Jo

where {Nx} denotes the fractional part of Nx, N being a large real parameter. For

the limiting case a -»0+ we have the expansion formula

['/(*, {Nx}) dx=C  Cf(x,y) dx dy
Jo Jo  Jo

(2) "U1   1 ( I \k n

+ í?1Ít(^)/oí,^jv)* + 0<n""x

where fix, y) is continuous on the square [0, 1] X [0, 1] with a continuous wth

partial derivative/x(m)(x,v) = (3/9x)m/(x, v), and Hk(y, N) is defined by

(3) Hk(y, N)=ßf-x\l,y)Bk{y - {N}) -¿""»(O,y)Bk(y),

in which Bkix) and Bkix) denote the Bernoulli polynomial of degree k and the

corresponding Bernoulli function with period unity, respectively, and {N} may be

written as {TV} = N — [N] with [N] denoting the integral part of N.

The formula (2) was proved earlier and includes as special cases some useful

asymptotic expansions offered by Erugin-Sobolev, Krylov, Riekstens [5], and Havie

[2], respectively. Detailed references may be found in our book [4]. As is known,

one frequently encounters the particular cases that fix, y) is periodic with period 1

in v, and that the variables of fix, y) may be separated such as fix, y) = gix) •

A( v), etc. However, it may also happen in some practical problems that the

variables of fix, y) cannot be separated.
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2. Statement of Result. In order to attain a general expansion for (1) we have to

make use of the generalized zeta function f(s, a) defined, for Re(j) > 1, by the

equation

f(5, a) = I (n + a)-'       {a * 0, -1, -2, . . . ),
n=0

and extended to the whole j-plane by analytic continuation except for a simple

pole at s = 1 with residue 1. In particular, we shall employ the useful expansion

«*«>-    2   (n + a)--^Ç.
n<n<o> *        A

1-1    1    /        1        \s+k-l(4) m-l    ,   / V+k-l

k

+ o{<¿-m-s+x),

where Re(i) > 1 - m, s ¥= 1, a > 0, and D = d/dx is the differential operator.

This expansion can be verified directly by a suitable application of the Euler

summation formula with remainder for large real w, and by the aid of analytic

continuation.

What we want to establish is the following

Theorem. Let fix,y) be continuous on R = [0, 1] x [0, 1] and have continuous

partial derivatives, with respect to x, of orders up to m + 1 on R. Then for N large we

have the asymptotic formula

flx-afix, {Nx})dx

= C  Cx'afix,y)dxay
Jo  Jo

+lM^îionk~1){iy)ïïAy-{N})<fy(5)

+

*=i

-a+p+l   »j1    /   1   \-o+M+1   r\

2  i   v / #°(°' y)ii« -P-,y)dy + OiN -),

where 0 < a < 1, F(jc, v) = x'afix,y) and F?-l\x,y) = (9/3*)*-'/"(x, v).

It is clear that one may write/(x, (A'*}) = fix, Nx) in case/(x, v) is periodic

with period 1 in y, and that (2) may be regarded as the limiting case of (5) since

lim    Cx~afix, {Nx}) dx - Çfix, {Nx}) dx,
a->0+   ^o •'0

lim   S(a -ti,y) = S(-p,y) = -B^x(y)/(p + 1),
ot-»0+

where p = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1; 0 <y < 1.

3. Proof of Theorem. This depends essentially upon a suitable application of (2)

and involves manipulations of somewhat complicated expressions. First, utilizing

both (4) and the symmetry relation for Bernoulli function Bkix) = i-l)kBkil — x),
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and taking s = a - p and w = N - a, we have

AT-O + H+l

«« - » «) »       2      (« + a/- -   ;
0<n<N-a -a + p + I

/¿\ m — l    i    /   j   \a + fc-ji-l

() -^Ifiir)        [^^+'L-,-*««-W)+)
+ 0(7V-m-a+"+1).

Let

m      i

G(x,y) = x-Jix,y)- £ "T^O, jO*"-"-
)i-0 P"

Then, by Taylor's expansion of fix, • ) with integral remainder, it is easy to verify

that Gix, y) possesses a continuous /nth partial derivative GJ¿mXx, y) with

(7) (?<*-!)(0,y) = hm Gf-'W) = 0       (k - 1,..., m).
jc—»0

Now, applying formula (2) to the function G(x, v) and taking account of (7), we

obtain

(lG{x, {Nx})dx
Jo

= f  [iG{x,y)dxdy

(8) °    °,
m_1    1   /   1  \* rl —

+ 2  ^(^) /o Gik-x\l,y)Bk{y - {N}) dy + OiN~m)

= Jx+ J2 + OiN~m),   say.

Here /, and J2 as defined in (8) may be written as

Jr\   r\                                         m                  1 tl
j  x-"fix,y) dxdy- 2 ~Tn-ZT Í ^(0, v) dy,

o   •'o                                  ^=0 jn! (1 - a + /i) J0

m~x   1  / 1 \* /-i -
W /> - 2 iÉí(^) JÍ «'-"O.^O- - {*)>*

- ,l.ïf /oV/,<°^){ I," W(i)**t' - («»t0"-'"""].-,} ♦•

Moreover, we have

Cg{x, {Nx}) dx = Cx'afix, {Nx}) dx
Jo Jo

(10) «"    1   ri
- 2 -fr f^iO, {JVi»*"—d&c

M_o f*! Jo
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and

(11)

jf >/>(0, {Nx})x>-* dx = ̂ l ff\% {y})(j¡y~a dy

"(■¿r     "if-ß0^)      2      iy + D-^ay
\n> l-'O 0<K[AT]-1

+ /o{iV}//)(0,v)(v+[7V])-a+'14'}

V " I J0 0<i<N-y

+ {jfYt        f &IM     2     iy + i)-a+,1ay
\ M ! J{N) 0<i<N-y

(1    \ -a + pL+l   r ,

\) ff/\0,y)     2      iy + i)-"+>dy.
" > J0 0<i<N-y

Comparing (10) with (8) and noticing (9) and (11), we get

flx~afix, {Nx}) dx
Jo

= Ç  Cx-afix,y)dxdy
Jo  Jo

/V(o,v)f    2    (^ + 0-a+" - r^■'0 I <><«<*->• l       "

1 / 1 \_0+'1+1

(12)
pf-a+n + l

m~'     1/1   \*+a-u-l

2¿(Í) ^-{Ar})[D*-'x"-] *-i 4

+ o(/v_m).

Notice that the expression involved in the braces ( • • • } of the right-hand side of

(12) is equivalent to f(a - p,y) + OiN~m~a+ll+x) in accordance with (6). Hence

the theorem is proved.

4. Remarks. The asymptotic formula (5) can be specialized in various ways. In

particular, for the case a -» 0+ and N being a large integer parameter, it reduces to

a much simpler expression that has certain applications to numerical integration

methods (cf. [3] and [4]). As for the general case 0 < a < 1, the generalized zeta

function f(a — p,y) ip = 1,2, ...) involved in (5) may sometimes be treated

more conveniently by using the Hurwitz series representation (with Re(j) < 0,

0<a < 1)

«     ^     2T(1 - s) £    ,_,   .  /.        .  m\
S{s, a) = ——¡—- 2i n      sin 2mra + ~T

i2ir)x-s   n=i V 2 /
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instead of the asymptotic expression (6). Thus it may be observed that the

expansion formula for the familiar integral

j = (\t - af- x<pit)eiN' dt       (0 < X < 1, i - \A^T ),
•'a

as stated in Davis-Rabinowitz [1, p. 120], is also implied by (5) as a special case.
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